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INTRODUCTION

Human rights defenders (defenders) play a critical role in promoting corporate respect for human rights. Through their work, defenders help to identify, prevent, mitigate, and ensure accountability for corporate human rights abuses. Whether coming from, living in, representing, or supporting affected communities, defenders are both directly affected by, and key stakeholders regarding, the human rights impacts of business.

Despite this, the incidence of attacks, threats, and harassment against defenders working on business and human rights issues is on the rise. Defenders around the world face significant risks to their lives and livelihoods on a daily basis, as they work under the threat of extrajudicial killings, abductions, surveillance, criminalisation, and intimidation as a result of their efforts to defend human rights in the face of business interests. These risks have been recognised by various United Nations (UN) and regional human rights bodies.

Meanwhile, a range of UN experts, civil society organisations, and business representatives have repeatedly made the legal, moral, and business case for ensuring that defenders working on business and human rights are protected and consulted.

In this context, it is crucial that States provide for the protection of human rights defenders by ensuring that the content of their National Action Plans (NAPs) on business and human rights include measures to prevent attacks against defenders and to ensure that defenders are supported, consulted, and free from aggressions, harassment, restriction, interference, and barriers to justice.

Ensuring the effective protection of defenders through NAPs also requires that defenders are substantially engaged and consulted in the process of a NAP’s development. The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (Guiding Principles) establish that States should engage in meaningful consultations with “potentially affected groups and other relevant stakeholders” to identify the human rights impacts of their work. As such, the State is obliged to consult defenders during the NAP process.

In incorporating defender input into both the substance and process of a NAP, States should strive to apply the highest standards of international law and be guided not only by the Guiding Principles, but also by the UN Declaration on the Rights and Responsibility of Individuals, Groups, and Organs of Society to Promote and Protect Universally Recognized Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (UN Declaration on Human Rights Defenders) and conventions related to free, prior, and informed consent. A range of reports by UN and regional human rights experts regarding the consultation and protection of defenders working on business and human rights, as well as those of non-governmental organisations, should also assist States in this endeavour.
ABOUT THIS GUIDANCE

This publication is intended to orient States to the need and benefits of engaging human rights defenders in the process of developing a NAP on business and human rights. It also aims to provide guidance to ensure that the content of a NAP effectively contributes to a safe and enabling environment for human rights defenders.

This document consists of three main sections:

- **Human Rights Defenders in the Business and Human Rights Context**: This section defines who is a human rights defender; describes the role of defenders in the context of business and human rights; and presents the practical, legal, moral, and business case for including human rights defenders in NAPs.

- **Human Rights Defenders in NAP Processes**: This section underlines the importance of engaging with human rights defenders in the process of developing a NAP, and provides a checklist of thirteen minimum elements necessary to ensure that States consult and engage human rights defenders in doing so.

- **Human Rights Defenders National Baseline Assessment (NBA) Template**: This section provides a template of the minimum questions a State should ask in carrying out a National Baseline Assessment (NBA) and evaluating the current environment in which human rights defenders work on issues of business and human rights. Responses to these questions are intended to provoke commitments to changes in legislation, policy, and actions to address any gaps identified.

This guidance does not seek to present an in-depth analysis of the problems facing defenders working on business human rights; ample evidence of this can be found in existing UN and NGO literature. Rather, the guidance seeks to provide, through the NAP checklist and the NBA template, a set of practical tools through which States, in conjunction with civil society and other relevant actors, can explore specific challenges in relation to defender protection and support. Thus, States can analyse existing policy responses and propose new laws, policies, and practices that respond to these problems effectively.

None of the NAPs developed to date have proposed significant changes in law or policy, tending instead to simply summarise existing practice. In working closely with human rights defenders, States can be innovative and show real leadership on this issue.

There is also a good business case for including defenders in NAPs. Many features of a safe and enabling environment for human rights defenders are strongly associated with an enabling operating environment for business, with businesses and defenders alike thriving in contexts characterised by transparency, respect for the rule of law, freedom of expression and association, and non-discrimination.
While States bear the primary obligation for the promotion and protection of human rights and the protection of human rights defenders, NAPs should also sensitize businesses to their responsibilities and include concrete measures and a spectrum of actions to ensure that businesses consult defenders and contribute to a safe and enabling environment for defenders’ work.

ISHR and ICAR consider that the State obligation to protect against the abuse of human rights by business actors extends both to the actions of companies domiciled in the State and to their operations and subsidiaries abroad, whether wholly or partially owned or controlled. In this respect, any reference to ‘business,’ ‘business enterprise,’ ‘corporation,’ or ‘company’ in this guidance should be understood to include both parent companies and subsidiary entities, as well as investors and contractors.

It is also important to see NAPs in the broader context of the UN Human Rights Council’s parallel, complementary, and on-going Intergovernmental Working Group (IGWG) towards a binding treaty on business and human rights. NAPs offer all States an opportunity to demonstrate how businesses can and should be regulated in regards to human rights defenders and to underline the importance of consulting and protecting defenders at all levels of this debate, including through the IGWG and any treaty it ultimately produces.

The practical tools included in this guidance are to be used in conjunction with the ICAR-Danish Institute for Human Rights (DIHR) NAPs Toolkit to develop, evaluate, and revise NAPs. This guidance is the second of a series of thematic templates focusing on particular groups of rights holders or subject areas particularly salient to the issue of business and human rights. As such, it draws on the first guidance in the series, the ‘Children’s Rights in National Action Plans (NAPs) on Business and Human Rights’ thematic supplement, published by ICAR, DIHR, and UNICEF in 2015.

This guidance also draws on ISHR’s extensive global experience of consulting, supporting, and advocating with human rights defenders working on business and human rights, as well as ICAR’s expertise in all phases of NAPs development. Its content was revised on the basis of consultations with human rights defenders, NGOs, and networks working on the issue of business and human rights in Asia, Latin America, Africa, and Europe.

Finally, this Guidance should be taken as a set of minimum elements for States to consider when developing a NAP. States should always consult local defenders before defining the development process to ensure that the NAP will be as effective as possible.
I. HUMAN RIGHTS DEFENDERS IN THE BUSINESS AND HUMAN RIGHTS CONTEXT

1. What is a human rights defender?

The UN Declaration on Human Rights Defenders defines a human rights defender as any person or group of persons who works to promote and protect human rights in a peaceful way. This broad functional definition encompasses professional as well as non-professional human rights workers, volunteers, social movements, journalists, lawyers, and any other individual carrying out, even on an occasional basis, a human rights activity. Essentially, “those who promote and defend human rights are ipso facto defenders, even if they are not members of an organisation.” Therefore, any individual or collective promoting or protecting any human right is a human rights defender.

In the context of business and human rights, human rights defenders are often, but not always, members of communities who fear their rights are or might be abused in connection with a business project. Relatedly, throughout this guidance, reference is made to ‘potentially affected communities,’ in recognition that it is often the communities affected by business projects that identify and speak out against potential human rights risks and impacts; in doing so, these communities act as human rights defenders. Consulting and protecting the safe participation of potentially affected communities in business and human rights debates and decisions at the outset could tackle the root causes of human rights violations, including violations against defenders, and prevent them from occurring.

2. Risks faced by defenders working on issues of business and human rights

The work of defenders in the field of business and human rights often involves speaking out against and challenging the perceived interests of those who hold great economic and political power. As a result, many human rights defenders face significant risks to their lives and livelihoods on a daily basis. They work under threats of abductions, surveillance, intimidation, stigmatisation, destruction of sources of livelihood, violence, enforced disappearance, and death as a result of their efforts to defend human rights in the face of harmful business activities. They are particularly vulnerable to criminalisation, with the legal system frequently being abused and manipulated to undermine the work of defenders questioning economic interests. Such misuse of the legal system includes use of pre-trial detention, fraudulent or trumped up charges, the arbitrary application of vague laws, denial of due process, and excessively long probation periods.
The following examples help to elucidate some of the grave risks defenders working on business and human rights face:

- **Threats:** Máxima Acuña de Chaupe, leader of a social movement opposed to a mining project in Peru, allegedly received death threats from an employee of the mining company, Yanacocha, and was intimidated by approximately thirty members of the police at her home.\(^{17}\)

- **Criminalisation:** Human rights defender Andy Hall was allegedly indicted on false accusations of criminal defamation lodged by the Thai pineapple processing company, Natural Fruit Company, following his contribution to a report concerning labour rights violations.\(^{18}\)

- **Attacks:** In Thailand, several defenders of land rights and rights related to the environment and business were allegedly threatened, including Suwit Jeh-Soh, a community activist who was attacked by unknown armed individuals with multiple rounds of gunfire.\(^{19}\)

- **Murders:** Indra Pelani, a defender who advocates for the rights of tenant farmers against the corporate takeover of their lands, was allegedly beaten, abducted, and murdered by private security guards hired by a subsidiary pulpwood supplier of Asia Pulp and Paper at a security checkpoint in Indonesia.\(^{20}\)

This trend of attacks and acts of intimidation is increasing.\(^{21}\) Defenders working on business and human rights face accentuated risks, in part because of the broad range of actors who might benefit from critics being silenced. These actors include State authorities and security forces, corporate bodies and business officials, private security firms, hired assassins, organised criminal groups, paramilitaries, and even members of defenders’ own communities. Therefore, the laws, policies, and actions articulated through a NAP should consider all relevant actors, whilst preventing and ensuring accountability for abuses against defenders.\(^{22}\)

Women human rights defenders, indigenous activists, defenders living in conflict zones, and defenders of land rights and rights related to the environment are particularly vulnerable to gender and identity-specific forms of persecution and violence, rooted in existing discrimination. Many of these defenders are organised in communities or grassroots movements and thus require collective protection measures. NAPs should take into account the specific protection needs of these and other marginalised groups and acknowledge the complexities of the threats facing defenders, ensuring protection at the community and the family level. They should also emphasise measures to guarantee the consultation of these groups who have traditionally been excluded from decision-making processes that affect their lives and livelihoods.

### 3. Protecting and respecting human rights defenders, at home and abroad

For human rights defenders to be able to safely work on business and human rights issues, both States and businesses must contribute to a safe and enabling environment for such work, whilst desisting from and sanctioning any actions that might restrict or threaten that environment. NAPs provide an important vehicle for the articulation and coordination of the law, policies, and actions required to foster and protect such an environment. Knowledge of
the obligations and responsibilities of State and business actors in relation to human rights defenders can facilitate a more robust and protective NAP.

3.1. The State obligation to protect human rights defenders

Under international law, the State is the main duty bearer in regards to the protection of human rights. As such, the State is obliged to support, engage, and protect human rights defenders. This obligation is elucidated in both the Guiding Principles and the UN Declaration on Human Rights Defenders.

The Guiding Principles reinforce the State duty to protect by articulating how existing international law should be applied in the realm of business and human rights. According to Principle 1, “States must protect against human rights abuse within their territory and/or jurisdiction by third parties, including business enterprises.” Given the increasing prevalence of private corporations involved in violations against human rights defenders, it is thus crucial that States use NAPs to adopt laws and policies that enforce their specific obligations to protect the rights of defenders.

In addressing these abuses, States should also be guided by the UN Declaration on Human Rights Defenders, which articulates how existing human rights law should be applied to protect the role of human rights defenders, and State duties in this respect. The Declaration does not establish special rights for defenders but rather acknowledges that the role defenders play, and the risks they face, require specific legislative and policy responses by States to ensure that they can work in an environment where their rights are protected. These rights include:

- The right to be protected (including the right to life);
- The right to freedom of assembly;
- The right to freedom of association;
- The right to access and communicate with international bodies;
- The right to freedom of opinion and expression;
- The right to protest;
- The right to develop and discuss new human rights ideas;
- The right to an effective remedy;
- The right to access funding.

In addition, according to the UN Special Rapporteur on Human Rights Defenders, there are nine main elements that States must provide for defenders to operate in a safe and enabling environment:
• Conducive legal, institutional, and administrative framework;
• Fight against impunity and for access to justice for violations against defenders;
• Strong, independent, and effective national human rights institutions;
• Effective protection policies and mechanisms, including public support for the work of defenders;
• Special attention for risks and challenges faced by women defenders and those working on women’s rights and gender issues;
• Non-State actors’ respect for and support of the work of defenders;
• Safe and open access to the UN and international human rights bodies;
• Strong, dynamic, and diverse communities of human rights defenders.

In line with Article 25 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, as well as other international guidance such as the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and the ILO Convention 169 on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples, NAPs should guarantee the free, prior, and informed consent for business operations from affected communities, with human rights defenders having a crucial direct and intermediary role in this regard.

In addition to ensuring that businesses respect and enable the work of human rights defenders, it is also important that NAPs address the abuse of authority through which public officials often restrict the work of human rights defenders working on these issues.28

NAPs represent an opportunity for States to outline how they will safeguard these elements and guarantee a safe and enabling environment for defenders working on business and human rights. Given both the role of defenders in promoting business respect for human rights and the violations of their rights they face in doing so, NAPs ought to outline how the State will guarantee the application of the Guiding Principles and the Declaration to defenders working on business and human rights.

3.2. The business responsibility, and the business case, to respect human rights defenders

Businesses must respect the rights of human rights defenders and other civil society actors to express their views on and to dissent, protest, and organise against, business activities.29 The business responsibility to respect extends to refraining from harming human rights defenders, restricting their rights, or interfering with their legitimate activities, and consulting and engaging with defenders to identify, mitigate, and remedy the adverse human rights impacts of business operations.30 It also includes ensuring that private security firms or contractors acting for or on behalf of business are not involved in threats or attacks against human rights defenders.
NAPs should elucidate how the State will sanction companies that actively undermine the work of human rights defenders.

Examples of business actively undermining the work of human rights defenders include:

- In January 2016, human rights defender Nasako Besingi was convicted on charges of conducting unlawful assemblies and inciting protests in Cameroon, based on allegations made against him by the U.S. agribusiness company Herakles Farms following a demonstration he organised against the company’s work in protected territories. Besingi had previously been convicted on defamation charges also based on allegations by Herakles Farms that an article published by the defender, which alleged he was victim to a violent attack by Herakles employees, caused injury to the company.

- In the 1990’s, mining company Freeport-McMoRan pushed the United States Agency for International Development to cut funding to WALHI, an Indonesian environmental group that had previously criticised the negative social and environmental impact of the company’s projects.

In addition to the responsibility to respect human rights and human rights defenders, corporations should also be incentivised to uphold these responsibilities as a matter of good business practice for a number of reasons. For example, human rights defenders can assist companies in navigating human rights laws and establishing risk management procedures, setting the foundation for an operation’s long-term security and effectiveness. Engaging with defenders helps businesses prevent and mitigate negative human rights impacts, build relationships with local stakeholders, and design effective grievance mechanisms, proactive mitigation strategies, and remediation processes.

This approach can also reduce costs and operational obstacles by minimising the risk of community conflict, which often results in interrupted production, security costs, human resources lost to crisis management, and litigation. Financial markets and consumers tend to reward businesses and brands that proactively and effectively manage social, environmental, and governance risks.

Examples of business supporting the work of human rights defenders include:

- In 2014, senior executives of six global clothing brands published a joint letter to the Cambodian government expressing concern over the killing and wounding of striking garment workers and bystanders by security forces. The letter called for the Government to launch a thorough investigation, sanction those officials found to have used disproportionate and excessive force, and to take measures to prevent the repetition of such acts.

- In 2015, Leber Jeweler, Inc. and Tiffany & Co. released statements calling on the Angolan government to drop charges against Rafael Marques, a journalist on trial for defamation after he exposed abuses in the diamond industry.

Constructive business engagement with human rights defenders should be encouraged by the NAP at all stages of business operations, across all jurisdictions, and in all aspects of implementation of the Guiding Principles.
3.3. Extraterritorial obligations

In addition to policies regarding business and human rights defenders nationally, States should use NAPs to outline how their laws, policies, and actions will regulate and incentivise the actions of the State’s businesses abroad in relation to human rights defenders.

The Declaration on Human Rights Defenders affirms that “no one shall participate, by act or by failure to act where required, in violating human rights and fundamental freedom.” The Declaration elucidates how existing binding international human rights law applies to human rights defenders, and discusses the duties of ‘organs of society,’ which includes business. As such, companies may have a duty to act in circumstances where the conduct of a third party (for example, the State in which it operates) relates to its business and where a failure to act would lead to avoidable harm. Deference to local laws of the host State is not sufficient reason for businesses working abroad to undermine the rights of human rights defenders or fail to speak out against attacks and restrictions to defenders’ work.

NAPs should enshrine an expectation that companies also address the underlying situation leading to such ‘conflicting requirements.’ Concretely, this means business should speak out proactively against local laws and policies that restrict the work of human rights defenders or perpetuate a climate of attacks and impunity. This is particularly the case where there are allegations or proof, such as by international human rights mechanisms, that local laws or policies are incompatible with the host States’ obligations under international law.

States should articulate through their NAPs how they will encourage and incentivise businesses abroad to freeze, withdraw, or restrict their investments and projects when human rights defenders are threatened, attacked, or restricted by laws or criminalisation.

As an example, in March 2016, in response to the murder of Berta Cáceres, an indigenous human rights defender who identified human rights concerns around a hydroelectric project in Honduras, the Dutch development bank FMO and the Finnish Fund for Industrial Cooperation (Finnfund) froze their funding of the project, condemned the murder, and made a public call for a thorough investigation. Subsequently, the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights defined the response as “surely among the minimum required for a financier in a situation like this,” calling upon all organisations financing projects to show they take human rights risks seriously.

A NAP that is serious about protecting human rights must tackle the risks facing all those who defend these rights, not just those domiciled within the State. It must contain concrete policies and actions designed to recognise and protect human rights defenders both within the State in question, but also abroad in countries where business enterprises and investors domiciled in the State in question, including wholly or partially owned subsidiaries, operate.
II. HUMAN RIGHTS DEFENDERS IN NAP PROCESSES

1. Engaging with human rights defenders

States should engage with human rights defenders in the development of a NAP to ensure that efforts toward implementation of its business and human rights duties adequately incorporate defenders’ invaluable perspectives.

Consulting human rights defenders enables States to:

- Learn from and incorporate human rights defenders’ opinions, views, and experiences in the NAP process;
- Understand the link between human rights defenders’ rights and the wider business and human rights context;
- Gain insight on how existing policies affect human rights defenders and how to better address concerns related to human rights defenders and business in the NAP content;
- Build and strengthen relationships to facilitate future consultations, feedback, and buy-in during NAP implementation, evaluation, and revision;
- Demonstrate State respect for human rights defenders as key stakeholders and show commitment to prioritising human rights defenders in the NAP.

It is vital that a diverse range of defenders and potentially affected communities are fully consulted and able to participate in all stages of the development, monitoring, evaluation, and updating of NAPs. It is especially important that States engage effectively with disempowered, isolated, or at-risk human rights defenders who may find it more difficult to participate. Given their historical exclusion from such processes, additional efforts should be made to engage women human rights defenders and female community leaders, and other minority groups.

Where these consultations identify current gaps in human rights protection, States should be bold in proposing new laws, policies, and actions, and the repeal or amendment of others where necessary, through the NAP. The results of human rights defender participation and consultation should be periodically published in accessible, user-friendly ways and elucidate how the input of human rights defenders was considered.

Engagement with human rights defenders should not only take place within the State developing a NAP, but also by their embassies in countries where their corporations operate. The State also has an obligation to protect defenders participating in the NAP process from any reprisals they might suffer for this involvement.
Given that defenders working on business and human rights face high levels of stigmatisation and criminalisation, the act of engaging them in the development of a NAP can strengthen their legitimacy and contribute to their protection. It may also open doors for future consultation around specific business and/or human rights policies and projects.

At the time of the publication of this guidance, eight States have produced NAPs, of which only four make direct mention of human rights defenders.\textsuperscript{41} However, only the United Kingdom has made explicit commitments to support human rights defenders through its embassies abroad.\textsuperscript{42} The UK NAP is also the only NAP to refer to defender protection, in the context of funding local civil society organisations.\textsuperscript{43} Other NAPs merely reference the importance of consulting with human rights defenders and other stakeholders in general.\textsuperscript{44}

A NAP developed with defender input and which contains commitments that prioritise protection of defenders will help safeguard the ability of these vital stakeholders to contribute to and critique State and corporate actions, thus enhancing the overall impact of the policies and actions included in the NAP.

2. Checklist for involving human rights defenders in NAPs

The following checklist contains the minimum elements needed for States to ensure adequate human rights defender participation in NAP processes. It is designed for use in concert with the NAP Checklist found in Annex 5 of the ICAR-DIHR NAPs Toolkit. However, States should consult local defenders at the outset of the NAP development process to adapt and enhance the checklist according to their specific context.

In a joint report, ‘Assessments of Existing National Action Plans (NAPs) on Business and Human Rights,’ ICAR and the European Coalition for Corporate Justice (ECCJ) identified as a positive trend that all the governments who have thus far published NAPs have conducted some form of consultation with stakeholders in their development.\textsuperscript{45} The ICAR-ECCJ assessments also point out, however, that none of these governments took steps to facilitate the participation of disempowered or at-risk stakeholders.\textsuperscript{46} By using the checklist below, States can work toward filling this gap by setting positive precedents and creating good practise in terms of human rights defenders’ involvement in NAPs.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1. Recognition</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Take every opportunity, publically and unequivocally, to highlight the important and legitimate role of human rights defenders and the indispensable nature of their input in ensuring a practical and effective NAP.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Protection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• At the outset of the NAP development process, make commitments and create specific mechanisms to prevent reprisals and guarantee protection for defenders who contribute to the process.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Resources</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Allocate adequate resources to enable the consultation of a broad range of human rights defenders both at home and abroad, and across diverse geographic areas.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Stakeholder Mapping</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Seek out human rights defenders and affected communities to participate in the development of the NAP, in both the home and host States, as part of a wider stakeholder mapping.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Governance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Ensure that government bodies with a specific remit regarding human rights defenders protection or civil society space are actively involved in the NAP process.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. Participation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Facilitate the broad and sustained participation of human rights defenders, including isolated or particularly at-risk defenders, in the NAP consultation, design, implementation, evaluation, and updating processes. Consultations should take place across the country and abroad, where State-based businesses and investments operate.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. National Baseline Assessment (NBA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Incorporate and address human rights defenders’ rights and security in the NBA by fully involving defenders in its development and completion, and integrate the results of the Human Rights Defenders’ Rights NBA Template into the overall NBA process.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8. Scope</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Base NAP development on the UN Guiding Principles and in line with the UN Declaration on Human Rights Defenders. The protection of the rights of human rights defenders should reflect freedoms guaranteed under international law, supplemented by domestic law where it is deemed to surpass international standards.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9. Content</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Include concrete policies and measures to recognise, protect, and support human rights defenders and ensure that the State and business contribute to a safe and enabling environment for their work, both at home and abroad. Acknowledge the risks defenders face as a result of their work, paying particular attention to the specific protection needs of certain groups of defenders, and include preventative measures which tackle the root causes of risk and address the issue of impunity and accountability.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10. Priorities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Consider and utilise input by human rights defenders to identify areas for prioritisation both in the NAP itself and in its implementation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11. Transparency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Ensure that all human rights defenders consulted understand how their input was taken into account by periodically publishing drafts of the NAP, summary reports on its implementation, and information regarding the NBA, the NAP, and any relevant consultations in an accessible, easy-to-understand format.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12. Balance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Articulate a clear expectation of how business can meet its duties to respect, consult and support human rights defenders and their work, complementing the primary responsibility of the State in that regard. The NAP should foresee appropriate monitoring mechanisms and sanctions to enforce this duty.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13. Follow-up</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Fully consult human rights defenders and affected communities both at home and abroad in the implementation, review and further refinement of the NAP. Incorporate these specific follow-up mechanisms into the NAP.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
III. PROTECTING AND SUPPORTING HUMAN RIGHTS DEFENDERS IN NAP CONTENT

In undertaking an NBA and utilising it as a tool to create a NAP, the State should analyse and evaluate specific measures to guarantee both State protection and business respect for the rights of defenders working on business and human rights, as well as access to effective remedy when these rights have been violated.

In this context, State commitments to human rights defenders must be holistic and universal, looking at the full range of ways in which defenders at home and abroad are affected by business activities and operations. In this respect, the Guiding Principles, the UN Declaration on Human Rights Defenders, and other relevant international standards and initiatives should guide States. Similarly, a gender perspective should always be included within State commitments to human rights defenders.

The ‘Human Rights Defenders National Baseline Assessment (NBA) Template’ highlights key areas of concern regarding defenders working on business and human rights, drawing out issues likely to be of particular salience. It can be used to determine how human rights defenders and their protection needs are considered as part of a State’s legal and policy framework on business and human rights and within the wider national, regional, and international contexts. It is designed for use together with the full NBA Template found in Annex 4 of the ICAR-DIHR NAPs Toolkit.

The following template contains the minimum scoping questions in relation to the protection and support of human rights defenders that States should consider in creating a NBA. However, States should consult local defenders at the outset of the NBA, as well as throughout its drafting process, as outlined in Section II, in order to adapt and enhance the template according to specific national contexts.

**Overview of the Human Rights Defenders NBA Template**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. LEGAL AND POLICY FRAMEWORK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• This section gathers information on the legislative framework and domestic and foreign policy initiatives in place to guarantee the State provides a safe and enabling environment for human rights defenders.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2. EXPECTATIONS, INCENTIVES, AND SANCTIONS ON BUSINESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• This section gathers information on State policies, expectations, and incentives to ensure that businesses, both at home and abroad, do not interfere with, but rather contribute to, a safe and enabling environment for human rights defenders.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3. REDRESS AND REMEDY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• This section gathers information regarding what institutions and avenues exist to ensure access to remedy for defenders when their rights are violated.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4. CONTEXT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• This section gathers information on the domestic context through local, regional, and international sources.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## 1. LEGAL AND POLICY FRAMEWORK

States should assess the legal and policy protections provided to human rights defenders, and the degree to which this general landscape contributes to a safe and enabling environment for their work.

### 1.1 International standards and cooperation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RATIFICATION AND NATIONAL LEVEL ENDORSEMENT</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Has the State endorsed or ratified, and implemented (through national legislation where appropriate), relevant international instruments related to human rights defence or the right to defend human rights in the context of business, such as:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o The UN Declaration on the Right and Responsibility of Individuals, Groups and Organs of Society to Promote and Protect Universally Recognized Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o The nine core international human rights instruments and their optional protocols, in particular the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o The UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o International Labour Organization (ILO) Convention 169 concerning Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries, in particular its provisions on prior consultation;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, in particular those provisions relating to freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o The UN Global Compact, in particular its provisions on freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o The Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative and its Civil Society Protocol;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o The International Code of Conduct for Private Security Forces;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o The International Finance Corporation (IFC) Performance Standards on Environmental and Social Sustainability.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Does the constitution recognise the supremacy of international human rights conventions?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Most relevant to Sections 1.1, 1.2 and 1.4 of the full NBA Template.**

**Status/Gaps:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UN SPECIAL PROCEDURES</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Is there a standing invitation to thematic UN Special Procedures, including the Special Rapporteur on human rights defenders and the Working Group on business and human rights?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Has the State generally responded to communications from the UN Special Procedures in a timely and substantive fashion?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Most relevant to Sections 1.3 and 2.2 of the full NBA Template.**

**Status/Gaps:**
### REGIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS MECHANISMS

- Has the State demonstrated a good record of cooperation with relevant regional mechanisms such as the Inter-American Human Rights System, the European Court of Human Rights, the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights, and the ASEAN Intergovernmental Commission on Human Rights, particularly in relation to human rights defenders and business and human rights?

*Most relevant to Section 2.2 of the full NBA Template.*

**Status/Gaps:**

### STRENGTHENING THE INTERNATIONAL FRAMEWORK

- Does the State participate in the UN Open-ended Intergovernmental Working Group on transnational corporations and other business enterprises with respect to human rights? If so, does it use this space to advance the recognition, consultation, and protection of human rights defenders?

*Most relevant to Section 1.4 of the full NBA Template.*

**Status/Gaps:**

### 1.2 Specific laws for the recognition and protection of human rights defenders

#### SPECIFIC LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK

- Does the State have a specific law for the recognition and protection of human rights defenders, or is any proposed legislation under consideration?
- Does the law establish or mandate a mechanism for the protection of human rights defenders?
- Does the law provide for policies and measures to prevent threats and attacks against defenders, and to investigate and ensure accountability and remedy where they occur?

*Most relevant to Sections 1.5, 3.1, 25.1 and 26.1 of the full NBA Template.*

**Status/Gaps:**

#### DEFENDER INPUT AND OVERSIGHT

- Is existing or proposed legislation on the recognition and protection of defenders subject to regular and broad review and consultation with human rights defenders?
- Does existing or proposed legislation on the recognition and protection of defenders guarantee human rights defender participation in, and oversight of, implementation?

*Most relevant to Sections 1.5 and 3.1 of the full NBA Template.*

**Status/Gaps:**

#### MARGINALISED GROUPS

- Do existing or proposed laws for the recognition and protection of human rights defenders contain specific provisions to enhance protection for groups of human rights defenders at particular risk, such as, but not limited to, women and indigenous defenders, collectives, and communities?

*Most relevant to Sections 1.5 and 3.1 of the full NBA Template.*

**Status/Gaps:**
| STRENGTHENING IMPLEMENTATION | • Has the State taken measures to implement and strengthen laws, mechanisms, or programs for the recognition and protection of human rights defenders, specifically ensuring that relevant actors and institutions have adequate capacity, expertise, and resources to do so?  
*Most relevant to Section 1.4 of the full NBA Template.*  
**Status/Gaps:** |

| PUBLIC RECOGNITION | • Is the important and legitimate role of human rights defenders and the nature of the risks they face publically recognised?  
• What additional steps are being taken to reiterate the legitimacy of those defenders facing specific and additional stigmatisation for their work on business and human rights, such as women human rights defenders?  
• Are threats and attacks against human rights defenders working on business and human rights publically and clearly condemned?  
*Most relevant to Section 3.2 of the full NBA Template.*  
**Status/Gaps:** |

| PROTECTION AND PREVENTION OF AGGRESSIONS | • Are there measures in place for the protection of human rights defenders and the prevention of aggressions against them, their communities, and their families? If so, do they include a focus on the specific vulnerabilities of defenders working on business and human rights?  
• Do such measures also act upon those non-State actors associated with the risks facing the defender (e.g., the creation of spaces for dialogue between the company, State, and affected community, or the cancellation of a project if violence and threats against defenders continue)?  
• Do defenders identified, or self-identified, as being under threat have their risk evaluated according to a clear and transparent methodology that takes into account the human rights defender’s identity and the context of their work? Is the participation of the at-risk defender in this analysis guaranteed?  
• How does the State identify the specific risks faced by particularly marginalised groups of human rights defenders, such as women, minorities, rural communities, and indigenous peoples?  
*Most relevant to Sections 3.2, 7.3 and 7.4 of the full NBA Template.*  
**Status/Gaps:** |

| TRAINING AND EDUCATION | • Are public officials, including those with responsibilities for promoting and regulating business, trained in understanding the role of human rights defenders, their rights and their protection?  
• Are there educational campaigns to raise awareness in communities about human rights and the legitimacy of those who defend them, including in the context of business?  
*Most relevant to Sections 3.2 and 8.1 of the full NBA Template.*  
**Status/Gaps:** |
| **DIALOGUE** | • Does the State create inclusive space for dialogue between representatives of the State, companies, and human rights defenders, including those in isolated or marginalised communities or groups, and those opposed to business projects?  
*Most relevant to Section 3.2 of the full NBA Template.*  
Status/Gaps: |
| **HUMAN RIGHTS IMPACT ASSESSMENTS** | • In order for licenses to be granted, are human rights impact assessments required to include meaningful participation of the communities affected, including human rights defenders?  
• Do licensing requirements guarantee the inclusion of safeguard mechanisms that address, mitigate, and effectively remedy the negative impact of a project on human rights defenders?  
*Most relevant to Sections 3.2 and 7.4 of the full NBA Template.*  
Status/Gaps: |

### 1.4 General laws and policies which support or enable the work of human rights defenders

| **THE RIGHT TO PEACEFUL ASSEMBLY** | • Is the right to freedom of assembly, in line with international human rights law, guaranteed? If not, what efforts are being made to amend legislation or policies that restrict the ability of human rights defenders to assemble freely and without hindrance?  
*Most relevant to Section 1.5 of the full NBA Template.*  
Status/Gaps: |
| **FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION** | • Is the right to freedom of association, in line with international human rights law, guaranteed? If not, are efforts being made to amend laws or policies that restrict the ability of defenders to associate freely?  
*Most relevant to Section 1.5 of the full NBA Template.*  
Status/Gaps: |
| **NGO AND TRADE UNION REGISTRATION** | • Are there laws or initiatives designed to facilitate stronger and more diverse NGO and trade union sectors (e.g., by establishing expeditious registration processes and conferring tax benefits on certain NGOs and associations)?  
*Most relevant to Section 1.5 of the full NBA Template.*  
Status/Gaps: |
| **NGO FUNDING** | • Is the right to solicit, receive, and utilise funds, including foreign funds, for the purpose of promoting and protecting human rights protected on at least an equal footing to cognate rights of private companies?  
• Are there laws or provisions that criminalise or otherwise limit the activities of NGOs receiving foreign funding (e.g., through requirements that they register as ‘foreign agents’)? If so, what steps is the State taking to repeal these laws?  
*Most relevant to Section 1.5 of the full NBA Template.*  
Status/Gaps: |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAWFUL ACTIVITIES, NON LEGAL ENTITIES</strong></td>
<td>Are there impediments to the ability of individuals to join together to engage in activities to promote and protect human rights without the requirement to register as legal entities (e.g., criminal sanctions)? If so, what steps is the State taking to remove these impediments? Most relevant to Section 1.5 of the full NBA Template.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION</strong></td>
<td>Is the right to freedom of expression, in line with international human rights law, guaranteed? If not, what efforts are being made to amend legislation or policies that restrict human rights defenders in the full exercise of their right to freedom of expression, specifically in relation to expression pertaining to the human rights impacts and violations of corporations? Most relevant to Section 1.5 of the full NBA Template.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WHISTLEBLOWERS</strong></td>
<td>Are there laws to protect human rights related disclosures in relation to both State and non-State actors, and the individuals making such disclosures? Most relevant to Sections 3.1 and 26.2 of the full NBA Template.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ACCESS TO OR DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION</strong></td>
<td>Are there transparent and clear laws and policies that ensure information held by public authorities regarding business-related human rights violations is proactively disclosed? Is the right to request and receive such information provided for by law? Are exceptions to this right narrow and clearly defined? Are there meaningful penalties for non-disclosure under transparency and reporting regimes? Do freedom of information laws contain a presumption in favour of access to human rights related information held by both public and private bodies, and guarantee the timely provision of such information? Are any exemptions or exceptions narrow and clearly defined? Most relevant to Sections 3.1, 3.2, 26.2 and 27.3 of the full NBA Template.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONSULTATION AND CONSENT</strong></td>
<td>Are there laws and policies that guarantee the meaningful consultation of potentially affected communities, and encourage the consultation of defenders prior to the granting of licenses for business projects? Are there laws that guarantee the free, prior, and informed consent of potentially affected communities, particularly indigenous and tribal peoples? Are there laws to guarantee clear and transparent processes to establish land titles, and do they foresee the proper consultation of local communities and human rights defenders? Is the implementation of business projects stopped when there are doubts regarding the guarantee of communities’ rights to free, prior, and informed consent? If not, what is the response of the State in such instances? Most relevant to Section 1.5 of the full NBA Template.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Status/Gaps:**
### Protection Against Intimidation and Reprisals in Relation to Human Rights Mechanisms

- Are there laws or policies to protect against, prohibit, and ensure accountability for reprisals against a person or group in association with their engagement with international, regional, or national human rights mechanisms?

*Most relevant to Sections 1.6, 3.1, 3.2, 27.3 and 28.1 of the full NBA Template.*

**Status/Gaps:**

### 1.5 Extraterritorial Responsibilities of the State in Regards to the Recognition and Protection of Human Rights Defenders

#### Foreign Policy and Guidelines on Human Rights Defenders

- Do guidelines for the recognition, support, and protection of human rights defenders exist as part of the State’s foreign policy? If so, are they implemented through diplomatic missions?
- Are there policies and guidelines in place to encourage and support the consolidation of a safe and enabling legal environment for promoting and protecting human rights in host States, including through specific protection laws and the repeal of laws restricting the work of human rights defenders?
- Are defenders involved in defining and reviewing foreign affairs policies, guidelines, funding, and other actions regarding host State legislation?

*Most relevant to Sections 1.5, 7.1 and 8.1 of the full NBA Template.*

**Status/Gaps:**

#### Diplomatic Actions and Advocacy

- Do diplomatic missions abroad implement specific measures to support human rights defenders working on issues related to their business operations? These measures could include: public statements of recognition; quiet diplomacy on behalf of the defenders concerned; speaking out against attacks on defenders; visiting defenders in their seat or receiving them in the Embassy; observing trials against human rights defenders; providing on-going or emergency funds to defenders and his/her organisation; facilitating dialogue between human rights defenders, business, and/or the host State.
- Do ministerial staff and diplomatic missions abroad advocate for laws and policies protecting defenders and guaranteeing communities free, prior, and informed consent in host States in which its businesses are operating?
- Are embassy personnel trained and instructed in proactively soliciting and receiving reports from human rights defenders about human rights violations related to the activities of businesses, and in supporting defenders?

*Most relevant to Sections 1.5, 7.1 and 8.1 of the full NBA Template.*

**Status/Gaps:**

#### Policy Coherence

- Does the State engage with the host State to ensure that businesses are respecting the rights of human rights defenders?
- Does the State ensure that divisions between its economic and political sectors do not limit the effective response of ministries and embassies in protecting civic space and human rights defenders?

*Most relevant to Sections 1.5, 7.1 and 8.1 of the full NBA Template.*

**Status/Gaps:**
| **OUTWARD INVESTMENT INSTITUTIONS** | • Do State institutions that support overseas investment have and enforce policies and performance standards in line with, at minimum, the IFC Performance Standards on Environmental and Social Sustainability? If so, are there specific and/or additional safeguards pertaining to the recognition and protection of human rights defenders?  

*Most relevant to Sections 1.4, 1.5, 3.4 and 4.2 of the full NBA Template.*  

**Status/Gaps:** |
| --- | --- |
| **PROACTIVE ENGAGEMENT** | • Does the State proactively seek to ensure that it is informed of the role of its businesses abroad in regards to the security of affected communities and human rights defenders?  

*Most relevant to Sections 1.5 and 3.3 of the full NBA Template.*  

**Status/Gaps:** |
| **DUTY OF CARE** | • Is there a legally enforceable ‘duty of care’ for parent companies in terms of the human rights impacts of their operations and the operations of their subsidiaries, regardless of where the subsidiaries operate, including mandatory due diligence and provisions on human rights defenders and the environment in which they work?  

*Most relevant to Sections 1.5, 3.1 and 3.2 of the full NBA Template.*  

**Status/Gaps:** |
## 2. **EXPECTATIONS, INCENTIVES, AND SANCTIONS ON BUSINESS**

States should assess what laws, policies, and mechanisms exist to educate and incentivise business to fulfil its duty to contribute to a safe and enabling environment for human rights defenders, both at home and abroad, and to sanction actions by business that threaten this environment.

### Articulation of the Business Responsibility

- Is the responsibility of business to respect and support human rights defenders and contribute to a safe and enabling environment for their work clearly established in law and policy? If so, are there appropriate monitoring mechanisms and sanctions to enforce this duty?
- Is the responsibility of business to consult and engage with human rights defenders in the identification, mitigation, and remediation of adverse human rights impacts of their operations, (e.g. through due diligence policies and impact assessments) clearly established in law and policy?

**Most relevant to Sections 2.1, 3.1 and 3.2 of the full NBA Template.**

**Status/Gaps:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Awareness Raising</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Are there laws and policies in place that raise business awareness of, and encourage proactive engagement in, the role and protection needs of human rights defenders, both on a systemic level and in relation to individual cases of threats, attacks, or restrictions?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Most relevant to Sections 3.2 and 3.4 of the full NBA Template.**

**Status/Gaps:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engagement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Does the State facilitate constructive dialogue between State and company representatives, human rights defenders, and affected communities regarding allegations of human rights violations in host countries as a result of business activities?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are businesses encouraged to proactively protect defenders against abuse where the actor involved in the alleged or potential abuse is related to the businesses’ conduct and neglecting to do so would result in damage that could otherwise be avoided?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Most relevant to Sections 3.2 and 3.4 of the full NBA Template.**

**Status/Gaps:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recognition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Are there joint initiatives with business officials to make public declarations recognising the important and legitimate role of human rights defenders in mitigating the negative human rights effects of economic projects, and to condemn threats and violence against human rights defenders?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Most relevant to Section 3.2 of the full NBA Template.**

**Status/Gaps:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanctions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Are sanctions and/or measures against agencies, contractors, majority state-owned enterprises, or commercial partners for interfering with the safe and enabling environment for defenders clearly defined in law and policy?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Most relevant to Section 3.1, 4.1, 4.2, 5.1, 6.1 and 6.2 of the full NBA Template.**

**Status/Gaps:**
| LEGAL ENVIRONMENT | • Are there policies that establish a clear expectation that businesses speak out publicly against laws and policies in host States that restrict the work of human rights defenders or contribute to a climate of impunity for attacks against them?  

*Most relevant to Sections 2.1 and 3.2 of the full NBA Template.*  

**Status/Gaps:** |
| --- | --- |

| PRIVATE SECURITY FIRMS | • Are there laws and policies that articulate a clear message to business regarding the responsibility of private security to respect the rights of human rights defenders?  
• Are private security companies regulated in order to ensure that their actions meet international standards, especially that they respect the right to peaceful demonstration?  

*Most relevant to Sections 1.4, 3.1, 3.2, 6.1 and 7.2 of the full NBA Template.*  

**Status/Gaps:** |
| --- | --- |

| PUBLIC PROCUREMENT | • Are public procurement contracts required to guarantee human rights due diligence, transparency, independent monitoring, and indicators linked to the protection of fundamental freedoms, especially the freedom of association and expression?  
• Do procurement regulations require security contractors to be members of the International Code of Conduct for Private Security Service Providers?  

*Most relevant to Section 6.1 of the full NBA Template.*  

**Status/Gaps:** |
| --- | --- |

| INVESTORS | • Are private investors incentivised to consult with human rights defenders to ensure that they do not invest in projects that could result in human rights violations or undermine the rights of defenders and affected communities?  

*Most relevant to Section 3.2 of the full NBA Template.*  

**Status/Gaps:** |
| --- | --- |

| FREE, PRIOR, AND INFORMED CONSENT | • Are there laws and policies that incentivise a culture of consultation and consent around the proposal, development, and implementation of business projects?  
• Are there regulations to monitor the level of commitment of businesses and investors to guarantee broad, adequate, and informed consultation and seek community consent?  

*Most relevant to Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 7.4 of the full NBA Template.*  

**Status/Gaps:** |
### 3. REDRESS AND REMEDY

States should assess what judicial and non-judicial remedies are available to human rights defenders and their effectiveness, specifically in relation to ensuring access to remedy and guaranteeing non-repetition in cases of abuses against human rights defenders.

#### 3.1 Accessing remedy

| **JUDICIAL REMEDY** | • Are there affordable, prompt, and effective judicial remedies for violations, threats, and attacks against human rights defenders?  
|                     | • Does the State guarantee non-recurrence in cases of abuse against human rights defenders? |
| **Most relevant to Sections 1.6 and all sections under Guiding Principles 25 and 26 of the full NBA Template.** |

| **ACCESSIBILITY** | • Are instruments for access to justice for human rights defenders and affected communities accessible, taking into account geographical, linguistic, and cultural barriers? |
| **Most relevant to all sections under Pillar III of the full NBA Template.** |

| **LEGAL AID** | • Is there a dedicated legal aid fund for human rights defenders involved in legal proceedings, either in seeking legal remedy for business related human rights violations or in defending themselves against ‘judicial harassment’? If so, who may obtain support from this fund? |
| **Most relevant to Sections 1.6 and 26.2 of the full NBA Template.** |

| **EXTRATERRITORIAL JURISDICTION** | • Is there extraterritorial jurisdiction over the actions of businesses from the State, their subsidiaries, and supply chains for actions committed abroad, particularly in relation to human rights defenders? |
| **Most relevant to Sections 25.1, 26.2, and 26.3 of the full NBA Template.** |

| **INDEPENDENT COMPLAINT MECHANISMS** | • Are there policies in place to encourage and support the establishment of independent complaint mechanisms for alleged violations related to the operations of its businesses abroad? Do such mechanisms respect the rules of confidentiality and incorporate early warning systems regarding threats or other abuses against those who have submitted or who are considering submitting a complaint? |
| **Most relevant to Sections 25.1, 27.1, 27.2 and 28.1 of the full NBA Template.** |

<p>| <strong>CRIMINALISING ATTACKS ON HUMAN RIGHTS DEFENDERS</strong> | • Does the criminal code specifically criminalise attacks against human rights defenders? |
| <strong>Most relevant to Sections 1.5 and 25.1 of the full NBA Template.</strong> |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ENDING IMPUNITY</th>
<th>• Are there laws or policies in place to guarantee impartial and effective investigations into allegations of violations against human rights defenders, ensure the punishment of those who are responsible, and provide adequate reparation to the victims?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Status/Gaps</td>
<td>Most relevant to all sections under Pillar III of the full NBA Template.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3.2 Ending the criminalisation of human rights defenders</th>
<th>AVOIDING THE ABUSE OF THE JUSTICE SYSTEM</th>
<th>• Are there laws and policies in place to prevent the use of the judicial system by public servants and third parties to harass human rights defenders?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Status/Gaps</td>
<td>Most relevant to Sections 1.5 and 1.6 of the full NBA Template.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SANCTIONING STIGMATISATION</th>
<th>• Are public officials and private entities sanctioned for stigmatising or defaming human rights defenders in statements or otherwise?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Status/Gaps</td>
<td>Most relevant to Sections 1.5, 3.2 and 25.1 of the full NBA Template</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEGAL COUNSEL AND SUPPORT</th>
<th>• Do defenders who are accused of a crime have access to independent legal counsel, the support of human rights organisations, and observation by the international community?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Status/Gaps</td>
<td>Most relevant to Sections 1.6, 25.1 and 26.2 of the full NBA Template.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 4. CONTEXT

In order to ensure that the laws, policies, and actions articulated through a NAP are as comprehensive as possible, States should consult existing guidance on their current policy framework in the completion of a NBA.

For this this section, it is recommended that the researcher use:
- UN Universal Periodic Review recommendations;
- UN Human Rights Council resolutions;
- Concluding Observations, General Comments, and case jurisprudence of the UN Treaty Bodies;
- UN and/or regional Special Procedures recommendations;
- Country-specific sources;
- International, regional, national and local international civil society reports and recommendations;
- Media reports.

#### INTERNATIONAL MONITORING

- What recommendations on human right defenders, business and human rights, civil society space, the right to land, labour rights, and other related issues have been issued to the State through the Universal Periodic Review?
- What calls have been made to the State through UN Human Rights Council resolutions on human rights defenders and business and human rights?
- What Concluding Observations, General Comments, and case jurisprudence of the UN Treaty Bodies relating to human rights defenders and business and human rights exist?
- What UN and/or regional Special Procedures recommendations pertaining to human rights defenders and business and human rights exist?

*Most relevant to Sections 1.1, 1.2 and 2.2 of the full NBA Template.*

**Status/Gaps:**

#### CIVIL SOCIETY

- What civil society campaigns related to human rights defenders and business and human rights exist in the national context and what are their key messages?
- What relevant information has been published by local, national, regional, and international civil society organisations?

*Most relevant to Section 1.4 of the full NBA Template.*

**Status/Gaps:**

#### MEDIA

- What coverage have issues relevant to human rights defenders working on business and human rights received in the local, national, and international media?

*Most relevant to Section 1.3 of the full NBA Template.*

**Status/Gaps:**
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UNGPs, supra note 5, at Pillar II.

Id.


Id.


UN Declaration on Human Rights Defenders, supra note 6 at art. 10.
The ‘host State’ is the State in which foreign companies are operating, whereas the ‘home State’ is the State where these companies are incorporated or headquartered.


INTERNATIONAL CORPORATE ACCOUNTABILITY ROUNDTABLE & THE EUROPEAN COALITION FOR CORPORATE JUSTICE, ASSESSMENT OF EXISTING NATIONAL ACTION PLANS (NAPs) ON BUSINESS AND HUMAN RIGHTS (2015), p. 3.

A National Baseline Assessment (NBA) is a tool for evaluating a State’s current implementation of the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights and other relevant business and human rights frameworks. An NBA should be conducted at the start of the NAP process to analyze current conditions and facilitate assessing future impact.
